
Y8 End of Year assessment checklist 

Chemistry: Atoms, elements, acids 

Bitesize link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zstp34j 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zn6hvcw/articles/z9gnn9q 
Learning objectives 

Describe elements as the materials from which everything else is made. 
 

Differences between atoms, elements and compounds. 
 

Understand that scientific methods and theories develop as earlier explanations are modified to 
take account of new evidence and ideas. 
 

The Periodic Table: periods and groups; metals and non-metals. 
 

The varying physical and chemical properties of different elements.  
 

The atomic structure of an atom. 
 

Chemical symbols and formulae for elements and compounds. 
 

Interpret the names and formulae of compounds in terms of the elements of which they are 
composed. 
 

Writing formulae of some ionic compounds (challenge) 
 

Understand the law of conservation of mass in a chemical reaction. Balancing chemical reactions. 
 

Define acids and alkalis with reference to formulae and pH 
 

Know that a pH scale is used for measuring acidity / alkalinity 
 

Recap ideas on safety symbols & hazards 
 

Definition of indicators and know how to extract them from plants. 
 

Understand that UI is a mixture of many indicators. 
 

Understand neutralisation occurs when acid and alkali react together and observe how the Ph 
changes during a neutralisation reaction. 
 

Naming salts made from neutralisation reactions. 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zstp34j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zn6hvcw/articles/z9gnn9q


 

Physics: Light and sound 

Bitesize link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zw982hv 
Learning objectives 

I can explain what a wave does 

I can name different types of wave 

I can describe the difference between a longitudinal and a transverse wave (and give an example of each) 

I can describe how a sound wave travels 

I can explain why sound travels at different speeds in different materials 

I can explain how sound waves are measured  

I can explain oscilloscope traces in terms of frequency and amplitude 

I can describe a method to measure the speed of sound 

I can name the parts of the ear and describe their functions 

I can describe ultrasound and some of its applications 

I can recognise a luminous and non-luminous sources  

I can explain how we know that light and sound travel at different speeds 

I can explain why a pinhole camera works 

I can state the law of reflection and illustrate using ray diagrams 

I can explain why refraction occurs and illustrate using ray diagrams 

I can name the parts of the eye and describe their function 

I can compare differences between cameras and eyes 

I can describe how to produce a spectrum of light 

I can describe the process of dispersion of light and name the colours in order 

I can describe the operation of filters on colours 

I can explain the use of filters and reflected colours 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zw982hv


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biology: Nutrition and respiration 

Bitesize link:  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf339j6 

Learning objectives  
To know the content of a healthy human diet including each of the seven food types  
 

To know why these seven food types are needed  

To be able to complete calculations of energy requirements in a healthy daily diet 
 

To know what the consequences of imbalances in the diet are, including obesity starvation and deficiency 
diseases and be able to describe an example of a deficiency disease 
 

To know the tissues and organs of the human digestive system  
 

To know the adaptations to the function of the tissues and organs of the human digestive system 

To know that enzymes are simply biological catalysts 
 

To know the structure and function of the gas exchange system  
 

To know the adaptations to the function of the gas exchange system 

To understand the mechanisms of breathing using a pressure model  

To know simple measurements of lung volume 
 

To understand the impact of exercise on the gas exchange system 

To know the effect of asthma and smoking on the gas exchange system 

To understand aerobic  respiration in living organisms, including a word equation  
 

To understand anaerobic respiration in living organisms, including a word equation  
 

To understand the process of anaerobic respiration in humans and micro-organisms, including 
fermentation 
 

To know the differences between aerobic and anaerobic respiration in terms of the reactants, products 
formed and the effect this has on the body 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf339j6


 

Chemistry: Chemical reactions 

Bitesize link:  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zypsgk7 

Learning objectives  

I can identify a chemical change from observing changes in colour, temperature, pH and/or production of light or gas. 

I can distinguish between a physical and a chemical change 

I can recognise common hazard symbols  

I can identify some common acids and their uses 

I can identify some common alkalis and their uses 

I know that red and blue litmus paper is a different colour in acids and alkalis 

I can identify the pH of a solution from a pH chart 

I can classify a solution as neutral, weak acid, strong acid, weak alkali or strong alkali 

I know that different indicators turn different colours in acids and alkalis 

I know that acid + alkali produces salt + water 

I know the use of acids and alkalis in a range of everyday situations 

I understand the importance of neutralisation in: soil treatment, curing acid digestion and use of toothpaste to prevent acid 

attack on teeth. 

I can construct word equations using acids and alkalis    

I know how to neutralise an acid using an insoluble base 

I know how to use filtration to separate a salt solution from insoluble impurities 

I know that the salt is in solution and to get pure salt crystals the water is evaporated 

I can state that antacids often contain carbonates which neutralise excess stomach acid 

I know that acids + carbonates produce salt + water + carbon dioxide 

I can describe the limewater test for carbon dioxide 

I can describe the factors affecting the strength of an electromagnet 

I know that acids + metals produce salt + hydrogen 

I can describe the test for hydrogen 

I can identify patterns in reactivity when metals react with acids 

I can construct word equations for carbonate + acid and metal + acid reactions 

I know what the fire triangle is (heat, oxygen and fuel) and I know that the removal of one part extinguishes a fire. 

I can explain that burning is a chemical reaction, called combustion, in which materials react with oxygen to produce oxides. 

I can name the products of some simple combustion reactions 

I can explain why greater care is needed when materials burn in pure oxygen 

I can name a range of fuels and explain the meaning of the word fuel 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zypsgk7


I can explain that hydrocarbon fuels such as methane burn to produce carbon dioxide and water 

Physics: Electricity and magnetism 

Bitesize link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgy39j6 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrvbkqt 

Learning objectives 

I can describe an experiment to charge a plastic rod 

I can recognise and draw common circuit symbols 

I can name some electrical conductors and insulators 

I can build electrical circuits using lamps, cells and switched  

I can describe electrical current 

I can name the instrument used to measure current and explain how it is situated in a circuit 

I can describe the difference between electrical current and potential difference 

I can name the instrument used to measure current and explain how it is situated in a circuit 

I can recognise a series circuit and describe current and PD in the circuit  

I can recognise a parallel circuit and describe current and PD in the circuit 

I can describe advantages and disadvantages of series and parallel circuits 

I can describe electrical resistance 

I can explain why a thick electrical wire has a different resistance to a thin one 

I can describe the rules of interaction for bar magnets 

I can explain how to make a bar magnet 

I can draw magnetic field shapes for bar magnets, repelling and attracting 

I can explain why a compass works 

I can describe how to build an electromagnet 

I can describe the factors affecting the strength of an electromagnet 

I can recall some common uses of electromagnets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgy39j6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrvbkqt


 

 

 

Biology:  Photosynthesis and Interdependence 

Bitesize link:  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvrrd2p 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxhhvcw 

Learning objectives 

To know what is an ecosystem and its main parts 

Know how living and non-living things affect each other 

Recall how energy flows through an ecosystem 

To know how to construct a food chain 

To know how to construct a food web 

To know how about pyramids of numbers and how to construct one 

To know how carbon cycles through the ecosystem 

To know the effect of toxic chemicals on the environment through bioaccumulation 

To know the parts of an insect pollinated flower 

To understand how important plant reproduction through insect pollination is for human food 
security 

To know the word equation for photosynthesis 

To know the adaptations of the leaf for photosynthesis 

To know the main parts of the internal structure of the leaf 

To know how you would test whether a plant has photosynthesised – in terms of practical 
work in the lab 

To understand the role of stomata in gas exchange 

To know the main structure of the plant 

To know that plants gain mineral ions and water via the soil through their roots 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvrrd2p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxhhvcw

